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Contributors in this issue:

**Mate Granić**, appointed Deputy Prime Minister in 1991 and Minister of Foreign Affairs in 1993 (Croatian Democratic Union); graduated, won master's and doctoral degrees from Medical School, University of Zagreb.

**Muhamed Sacirbey**, Ambassador and Permanent Representative to the UN; appointed Foreign Minister of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina until 1996.

**Sir Samuel Brittan**, Assistant Editor of the Financial Times, London; a Visiting Professor at the Chicago Law School, a Visiting Fellow of Nuffield College, Oxford and a Honorary Professor of Politics at Warwick; knighted in 1993 for services to economic journalism.

**Damir Ostović**, appointed Assistant Minister of Privatization in 1995; head of the Department of the Croatian Privatization Fund responsible for creating an institutional image.

**Slaven Letica**, full professor Medical School, University of Zagreb; President, European Movement, Croatia; principal adviser to President of Croatia Franjo Tudman 1990-1991.

**Mirko Galić**, journalist, foreign correspondent of the dailies Vjesnik and Večernji list; editor in chief of the weekly Danas (1985-1988).

**Christopher (Krsto) Cvić**, Associate Fellow of the European Programme at the Royal Institute of International Affairs, London; former Editor of the World Today, the Institute's monthly magazine.

**Zvonko Lerotic**, Professor at the Faculty of Political Sciences of the University of Zagreb; Member of the Commission for the Succession of the Former Yugoslavia.

**Jakša Muljačić**, appointed Assistant Minister of Foreign Affairs for international legal affairs.


**Gordana Grgas**, journalist, specialized in foreign policy; daily Vjesnik.
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